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Abstract

This paper introduces melt control as a good case for application of two�
and multistage stochastic programming models� Sources of uncertainties
are described and several methods of input generation are presented� The
implementation based on real data compares decisions and costs obtained by
solving stochastic programs with di�erent numbers of stages and a di�erent
structure of the scenario tree� The results give a clear evidence in favor of
the proposed stochastic programming methodology�

� Motivation

Melt control problems belong to the broad �eld of production control applications�
They are studied as one of the production steps in iron and steel works� Melt
control problems may be fully separated from other foundry optimization problems�
which simpli�es the model building and its solution� Their importance arises
because foundries usually have high overheads� and hence� even small percentual
savings may recover a signi�cant amount of money� In addition� material inputs
represent the biggest part of the total melting costs�

The produced alloys and input materials are composed of certain basic elements
�iron� carbon� etc��� The production process consists of several steps �e�g�� charge�
alloying�� During the alloying process� the hot melt in the furnace is enriched
with certain input materials �return materials� scrap� ferroalloys� etc�� and a new
mixture is melted again� Hence� the problem has a natural multistage decision
structure� Whereas the unit costs of the inputs are known at the time of decision
making� the composition of input materials is not known precisely and it was
modeled as random already in Evers ������� In each step of the process� the
melt composition changes and particularly� random losses of elements in the melt
must be considered� During heating of the melt the amounts of elements change
randomly� e�g�� due to arise of slag and oxidation� These losses depend on the
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composition of the melted materials� In some cases� they may be in�uenced also
by the used amounts of these materials� which will not be considered here� The
remaining amount of an element is expressed as a linear function in the input
quantities of all considered elements� the coe�cients are called utilizations of the
considered element related to the amount of other elements in the melt�

The goal is to �nd amounts of the input materials in the lowest cost so that
the prescribed output alloy composition is achieved� We use scenario�based two�
and three�stage stochastic linear programs to illustrate basic modeling ideas for
charge optimization of induced and electric�arc furnaces� For a general approach
to melt control� developed for any alloy� furnace� and technology see Popela �����a�
����b��

� Examples

In the following two simpli�ed examples� the random losses� and hence the related
utilizations of elements are taken as the only random variables� This assumption
can be accepted for example for melting ferroalloys of a guaranteed composition
and it will be relaxed in the last example� Historical melt reports are available and
may be used to construct scenarios or scenario trees of utilizations for the melt
control problems� see Section ��

��� Two�Stage Induced Furnace Charge Optimization

We begin with a simple model for charge optimization of iron production in an
induced furnace � a model with a common two�stage structure
 Through the initial
charge decision the �nal cost of the melt is minimized taking into account also the
consequences of possible random losses and the requirements on the �nal composi�
tion of the melt� The problem in extensive form �see Birge and Louveaux �������
is

minimize
X
j�J�

cjx
�
j �

X
k��K�

pk�
X
j�J�

cjx
k�
j ���

subject to

li� �
m�X
l��

�Eil
X
j�J�

aljx
�
j � ui�� i � �� � � � � m� ���

li� �
m�X
l��

�k�il
X
j�J�

aljx
�
j �

X
j�J�

aijx
k�
j � ui�� i � �� � � � � m�� k� � K� ���

x�j � �� j � J�� xk�j � �� j � J�� k� � K� ���

where t � �� � are stages�
Jt is the set of indices of input materials available at stage t�
mt is the number of elements at stage t and indices i and l specify them�
cj � �� j � Jt are known unit costs of jth input material�
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lit� uit � � are prescribed lower and upper goal bounds for the amount of the ith
element in melt composition at stage t�
aij � ��

P
i aij � � �j denote the amount of ith element in the unit amount of jth

input material�
x�j � � denote the �rst�stage decision variables� the amount of jth input material
at the beginning of the melt process �charge��
xk�j � k� � K� denote the second�stage decision variables� which stay for the addi�
tional amount of jth input material assigned under scenario k� �alloying��

The only random elements are utilizations� Let
�k�il be the utilization of ith element related to the amount of lth element in the melt
when scenario k� occurs� � � �k�il � �� k� are indices of scenarios with probabilities
pk� � �� The frequently considered case �k�il � � when i �� l means that interactions
of random losses are ignored�

In the �rst�stage constraints ���� �Eil stands for an experience�based �standard�
utilization which applies to the �rst stage� Usually� �Eil �

P
k��K�

pk��
k�
il �i� l� i�e�

the average utilizations� These constraints re�ect the metallurgical rules which
aim at the process control stability and in general� they cannot be neglected� On
the other hand� possible losses of the materials added in the second stage of the
melting process are negligible and are not considered�

The model has a common two�stage structure with �xed recourse� The charge
decisions x�j take into account consequences of the random utilizations at the second
stage� making the �nal alloy composition reachable�

��� Three�Stage Electric�Arc Furnace Charge Optimiza�

tion

The situation is more complicated with a steel production in an electric�arc furnace�
Because of two alloying phases� the whole process must be modeled as a three�
stage problem� To simplify the model description� we mostly utilize the notation
of Example ��� and the arborescent form introduced� e�g� in Birge and Louveaux
������ or in Part II of Dupa�cov�a et al� ������� with indices kt corresponding to
nodes of the tth stage �i�e�� to stage t scenarios� t � �� �� and a�kt� denoting the
index of the ancestor node to the node kt�

To obtain the Markovian structure of the model constraints� the melt composi�
tion is described explicitly by additional auxiliary variables hkti describing the state
of the decision process � the amount of ith melt element at node kt of stage t before
a subsequent decision was taken� We assume an empty furnace at the beginning
of the process� hence� h�i � � �i at stage �� then hk�i �

Pm�

l�� �
k�
il

P
j�J� aljx

�
j � etc�

Hence� for t � � and all elements considered at stage t�

hkti �
mt��X
l��

�ktil

�
�ha�kt�l �

X
j�Jt��

aljx
a�kt�
j

�
A � �	�
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The model is

minimize
X
j�J�

cjx
�
j �

�X
t��

X
kt�Kt

pkt
X
j�Jt

cjx
kt
j ���

subject to

mt��X
l��

�ktil

�
�ha�kt�l �

X
j�Jt��

aljx
a�kt�
j

�
A� hkti � �� i � �� � � � � mt��� kt � Kt� t � �� � ���

lit�� �
X
kt�Kt

pkth
kt
i � uit��� i � �� � � � � mt��� t � �� � ���

li� � hk�i �
X
j�J�

aijx
k�
j � ui�� i � �� � � � � m� ���

x�j � �� j � J�� x
kt
j � �� kt � Kt� j � Jt� t � �� �� ����

The expected cost of melt is minimized subject to constraints requiring that
during the whole melt process the average melt composition satis�es the given
bounds and that the �nal product satis�es these bounds for all scenarios� In the
last stage� full utilization of added materials is assumed� For t � �� the constraints
��� are in agreement with ��� based on average utilizations �Eil �

P
k��K�

pk��
k�
il �

An extension to more that three stages is evident� However� it is clear that
the two introduced models must be further generalized and signi�cantly extended
�e�g�� involving additional linear technological and inventory constraints� uncertain
scrap composition or for more than three stages� before they become applicable in
real�world foundries� see Popela �����a� ����b� for a discussion and suggestions�

��� Random input composition

Theoretically� the probability distribution of the jth input composition aij �j
may be estimated from data obtained by a repeated chemical analysis of the
input� In practise� normative values �based on such measurements� are used
and�or intervals aij � aij � aij are built separately for each of input materi�
als� This information is exploited in the scenario generation procedure which will
be explained in Section � and which provides scenarios s � S of input matrices
A � �aij� i � �� � � � � m�� j � J�� and their probabilities �s� we index by superscripts
s the corresponding elements of matrices A and the second stage variables� These
scenarios and their probabilities are supposed to be known before the melting pro�
cess starts and the �rst�stage decisions depend on this probabilistic speci�cation�
In addition� suppose that the composition of the �high quality� input added in
the second stage �alloying� is known and that the initial charge is based on expert
estimates aEij� i � �� � � � � m�� of the composition of input materials j � J�� As�
suming independence of the random input composition and utilizations we rewrite
Example ��� as follows


minimize
X
j�J�

cjx
�
j �

X
s�S

X
k��K�

pk��s
X
j��J�

cj�x
k�s
j� ����
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subject to

li� �
m�X
l��

�Eil
X
j�J�

aEljx
�
j � ui�� i � �� � � � � m� ����

li� �
m�X
l��

�k�il
X
j�J�

asljx
�
j �

X
j�J�

aijx
k�s
j � ui�� i � �� � � � � m�� k� � K�� s � S ����

x�j � �� j � J�� xk�sj� � �� j� � J�� k� � K�� s � S� ����

� Scenario generation

When building a melt control program� scenario generation is one of the most
important tasks� There is a large amount of melt control reports� however� these
reports contain only an indirect information about scenarios� Usually only mea�
surements hkti �i� kt and the inputs xktj �j� kt are speci�ed together with a full or
partial information about the composition A 
� �aij� �i� j� of the input materials�
Although the ideas are also valid for multistage problems� we will explain them
for the simple two�stage melt control program formulated in Example ���� In this
case the melt control reports list most of all the inputs amounts x�j � j � J� and the
resulting melt composition

hk�i �
m�X
l��

�k�il
X
j�J�

aljx
�
j � i � �� � � � � m�� k� � K�� ��	�

��� Scenarios of diagonal utilization matrices

In the simplest case� with diagonal utilization matrices T and a known composition
A of input materials� the nonzero utilizations �k�ii are obtained as the solution of
the trivial system of equations

hk�i � �k�ii
X
j�J�

aijx
�
j � i � �� � � � � m�� k� � K�� ����

Utilizations obtained in this way may be used directly as measurement�based

scenarios in the second�stage constraints

li� � �k�ii
X
j�J�

aljx
�
j �

X
j�J�

aijx
k�
j � ui�� i � �� � � � � m�� k� � K�

compare with ����
The melt control reports contain measurements on the auxiliary state variables

and report the applied decisions for all stages of the production process
 The tth
stage related information is composed from the initial measurement hkt��i � stage
related inputs xktj and the �nal measurement hkti � Assuming an empty furnace at
the beginning� the result is a �fan� of measurement�based scenarios of utilizations
��k�ii � � � � � �

kT
ii � �i which branch only at the root and have equal probabilities�

	



Another possibility is to generate a limited number� say K� of diagonal utiliza�
tion matrices taking into account speci�c statistical properties of marginal prob�
ability distributions of their diagonal elements �ii �i� e�g�� their expectations �i
and variances ��i � and also covariances �il of couples �ii� �ll� This means to esti�
mate these moment values� e�g�� using the past melt reports� and to �nd a feasible
solution T k� pk� k � �� � � � � K of the moment �tting problem

KX
k��

pk�
k
ii � �i� i � �� � � � � m��

KX
k��

pk��
k
ii � �i�

� � ��i � i � �� � � � � m��

KX
k��

pk��
k
ii � �i���

k
ll � �l� � �il� i� l � �� � � � � m��

KX
k��

pk � �� pk � �� k � �� � � � � K�

To get the �tted scenarios and their probabilities means to solve this nonlinear
system with respect to pk and �kii� �i� k� The system can be further extended for
constraints on the ranges of the utilization values� on higher order moments� etc�
For a consistent statistical speci�cation� the general results of the moment problem
imply that a solution of such system exists for a modest number of scenarios�
Otherwise one may try to get an approximate solution� e�g�� by minimizing the
weighted sum of squares of dierences

m�X
i��

 �i�
KX
k��

pk�
k
ii��i�

��	i�
KX
k��

pk��
k
ii��i�

����i ��!�
m�X
i�l��


il�
KX
k��

pk��
k
ii��i���

k
ll��l���il�

�

����
subject to

PK
k�� pk � �� pk � �� k � �� � � � � K� Parameters �i� 	i� 
il can be used to

re�ect importance and quality of data� see Dupa�cov�a et al� ������ and H"yland
and Wallace ������ for a detailed discussion�

The assumption of diagonal utilization matrices facilitates scenario generation
for the three� and multistage models� it is frequently used in practise and will
be accepted also in the numerical illustration in Section �� Still� an extension
to general utilization matrices and to random composition of input material is
important� System ��	� cannot identify the utilizations in a unique way even if
there is an experience based benchmark for their values� expressed for instance in
the form of simple box constraints� lower and upper bounds on �k�il valid for all
k�� Allowing for random coe�cients alj� independent of utilizations may help� see
Subsection ����

��� Scenario tree generation

The path�wise input by scenarios as described above does not display the infor�
mation structure given by the technological process and a scenario tree should be
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built� The number of branching points is linked with the stages of corresponding
production process� similarly as in Example ����

A simple case of a scenario tree refers to the interstage independence with tth
stage utilizations �ktii independent of utilizations in the preceding stages� This
means that all melt reports concerning stage t may be used to get utilizations �ktii
for all nodes identi�ed by �

kt��
ii � This approach carries over the equal scenario

probabilities at all stages so that the probabilities of all paths from the root to
leaves of the scenario tree are equal� too�

Accepting interstage independence means a simpli�cation whose disadvantage
is that the number of nodes of such tree grows rapidly� There are other ways to
construct the scenario tree� see e�g� Dupa�cov�a et al� ������ ������ In Section ��
we apply the moment �tting approach by H"yland and Wallace ������ explained
brie�y in Subsection ��� to generate a tree which mimics the statistical properties
of the joint probability distribution� including the interstage dependence�

��� Scenarios of input composition

It is natural to build independent scenarios of composition for individual input ma�
terials� On the other hand� statistical dependence of the contents of the considered
elements in the given input material should not be� in general� disregarded�

As the �rst possibility assume that the composition of the jth input material�
aj 
� �aij �i� is a multinormal vector� N �ajE�V j�� with expectations aEij �i and the
variance matrix estimated from experimental data obtained by chemical analysis�
Scenarios ajs may be then sampled from this distribution� Another possibility is
to sample scenarios from one�dimensional marginal distributions N �aEij� �

�
ij� or to

discretize these marginal distributions independently for all i and to accept all m��
tuples of these independent marginal scenarios as scenarios of aj� The next step
is to select representative scenarios and their probabilities so that the moments
values ajE� V j are retained� see� e�g� Cari#no et al� ������ or H"yland and Wallace
�������

If the intervals aij � aij � aij listed separately for each element i provide the
only available information we may accept the corresponding uniform distributions
as the model of the random composition and to approximate these distributions
by the nearest �in the sense of a selected probability metric� discrete uniform one�
dimensional distributions� Such approximation depends on the chosen probability
metric�

Let F �t� denote the distribution function of a random variable and $F �t� the
distribution function obtained by an approximation� For instance� think of distri�
butions carried by three scenarios aEij � �ij� a

E
ij� a

E
ij � �ij� with equal probabilities

���� The optimal values of �ij are equal to ����aij�aEij� for the Kolmogorov metric

K�F� $F � � sup
t
jF �t�� $F �t�j
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and to ����aij � aEij� for the Wasserstein metric

W �F� $F � �
Z
jF �t�� $F �t�jdt�

Another recommendation is to put expectations aEij � ����aij � aij� and the
��ij � �

��
�aij�aij�

�� to accept normal marginal distributions with these parameters
and to approximate them by symmetric discrete probability distributions concen�
trated� say� again in three atoms� aEij��ij � a

E
ij� a

E
ij��ij� with equal probabilities ����

This time the optimal values of �ij obtained by minimization of the Wasserstein
metric are equal to ����	�ij� i�e� to ������aij � aEij�� See P�ug ������ for further
examples of approximations by discrete distributions�

Concerning covariances� there are typically no records and only experts� knowl�
edge may be used� Hence� once more� one may accept all m��tuples of the inde�
pendent marginal scenarios obtained by discretization and select representative
scenarios and their probabilities to �t the moments values ajE� V j�

Finally� observe that the random coe�cients appear only on the �right�hand�
sides of constraints ���� that may be rewritten as

li� �
m�X
l��

�il
X
j�J�

aljx
�
j �

X
j�J�

aijx
�
j � ui� �

m�X
l��

�il
X
j�J�

aljx
�
j � i � �� � � � � m�� ����

Hence for a given charge x�j � j � J�� observed utilizations �il �i� l and compositions
a
j� j � J� the minimum cost additional input x�j � j � J� solves the second�stage

linear program
min
x�
j
���j

X
j�J�

cjx
�
j subject to ����

whose optimal value is a convex function of hi 
�
Pm�

l�� �il
P

j�J� aljx
�
j �i� For aij �

 aij� aij! with expectation aEij � ����aij � aij� we have

hi � Ii 
�  hi� hi! and hEi � ����hi � hi� ����

where hi �
Pm�

l�� �il
P

j�J� aljx
�
j �i and hi �

Pm�

l�� �il
P

j�J� aljx
�
j �i� Hence� the min�

imum expected cost of the additional input is attained for the average values hEi
by Jensen�s inequality� i�e�� by solving program ������� with aij � aEij �i� j � J�
in ���� In this optimistic case� one uses the most favorable� degenerated distri�
bution of state variables implied by the assumed intervals and expectations of
the random composition aij�i� j � J� of the input materials� The pessimistic�
worst�case distribution corresponding to ���� is discrete� concentrated on vertices
of the Cartesian product of intervals Ii �i� cf� Edmundson�Madansky bound� In
the multi�dimensional case� an explicit formula may be given only under special as�
sumptions such as the stochastic independence or separability of the second�stage
optimal value with respect to hi� �i �see Birge and Louveaux ���� which is not
realistic in our context� One obtains then the worst�case probability distribution
for which the marginal distributions of hi � are concentrated on hi� hi with equal
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probabilities ���� As a consequence �compare with ������ for each j � J� there are
nonnegative second�stage variables xk�j and xk�j �k� and inequalities ��� split into

li� �
m�X
l��

�k�il
X
j�J�

aljx
�
j �

X
j�J�

aijx
k�
j � ui�� i � �� � � � � m�� k� � K�

and

li� �
m�X
l��

�k�il
X
j�J�

aljx
�
j �

X
j�J�

aijx
k�
j � ui�� i � �� � � � � m�� k� � K��

In the objective function ���� xk�j is replaced by the average ����xk�j � xk�j � �k� �
K�� j � J�� This is in agreement with �����

An additional assumption of unimodal marginal distributions of hi separately
for each i results in one�dimensional worst�case marginal distributions uniform over
the intervals Ii� This conclusion and other extensions may be found among results
of the minimax approach and moment problems� see� e�g�� Dupa�cov�a �������

Scenarios of matrices of the input composition may be then created by com�
bining all possibilities taken into account for individual input materials


Let sj� sj � Sj be scenarios representing the random composition of the jth
input and �sj their probabilities� Combining all possible outcomes for each of
input materials leads to S �

Q
j�J��%Sj� scenarios of the technological matrices

A � �aij�� Their probabilities �s are equal to the product of the corresponding
probabilities �sj �j�

��� Scenarios of non�diagonal utilization matrices

Assume that independently of utilizations the composition of individual inputs is
indicated in the melt reports� To simplify the notation we index scenarios of the
matrices A � �aij� by a superscript s similarly as in Example ���� Assume that
an expert is able to select groups of melting reports� say S�k��� for which the same
utilizations �k�il are likely� It means that for each k� separately utilizations �k�il
satisfy the system

hk�si �
m�X
l��

�k�il
X
j�J�

asljx
�s
j � i � �� � � � � m�� s � S�k��� ����

The x�sj � h
k�s
i � aslj �i� j and s � S�k�� in ���� are known coe�cients based on melting

reports and the linear model ���� may be used to estimate utilizations �k�il �i� l�
The probability of the resulting scenario � the �non�diagonal� matrix T

k� � is
proportinal to the cardinality %S�k�� of S�k���

If %S�k�� is large in comparison with m�� the set S�k�� may be replaced by a
union of disjoint sets S ��k�� each consisting of of m� elements such that the matrix
of the corresponding subsystem of ���� is non�singular� By solving these subsys�
tems of equations separately one gets several equiprobable scenarios of matrices of
utilizations for each k��
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Theoretically� the moment �tting procedure� see Subsection ���� may be used
again� However� its numerical tractability � numerical solution of a large nonconvex
weighted least squares problem � is an open question�

The scenario tuning procedure by Popela �����a� assumes that there are at

disposal experts� scenarios $T
k�
� k� � K�� Hence� the corresponding number of

second�stage decision vectors xk�� that satisfy ��� for k� � K� is introduced� One
expects that also the already recorded decisions� say� �$x�� $x�� should be feasible�
or nearly feasible� for each of experts� scenarios� If it is not the case� using the
past recorded experience the input experts� scenarios are tuned for the sake of
feasibility of the production process� One allows small perturbations �k�� k� � K�

of the matrices of utilizations $T
k�

and applies the perturbations which provide the
best �t� This can be done for by solving separately for each k� � K� the quadratic
program

minimize k�k�k�

with respect to &k�
il �i� l� k�� subject to

li� �
m�X
l��

�$�k�il � &k�
il �
X
j�J�

alj$x
�
j �

X
j�J�

aij$x
k�
j � ui�� i � �� � � � � m�

for all couples �$x�� $x���
The matrices �k�� of minimal perturbances are used to�tune� or update for

each k� the initial experts� scenarios $T
k�

to $T
k�

� �k�� which provide then the
sought input for the stochastic program in question�

� Model implementation

In this section� we illustrate discussions about melt control modeling principles
introduced in previous sections by examples based on real�life data� We consider
a steel production in one Czech foundry with the furnace capacity of �� tons� We
focus on a speci�c technology combining production steps realized in an electric�
arc furnace �EAF� with a ladle furnace �LF� �nishing� We restrict ourselves to the
steel denoted ��CrMo� See Table � for the required composition of the produced
alloy� The goal intervals  liT � uiT ! �i are speci�ed by decimal numbers between
� and � de�ning how many kilograms of ith element should be contained in �
kilogram of the produced liquid metal� The factory�de�ned goal intervals are
tighter than those given by Czech standards to achieve the higher product quality�
The required amount of the produced steel is ���� tons� The input materials�
prices� their compositions� and elements are in Table �� The whole production
process is a multistage one� A two�stage model is applied �rst in Subsection ����
In this case� we may obtain it either by aggregation of all stages following the
�rst stage or by modeling only the end of the production process� We begin with
the second possibility� It may be interpreted as the model for the initial and �nal
alloying phases� Frequently� the results have to be obtained under real�time control
restrictions� so a sensible scenario generation becomes very important�

��



cj t liT and uiT
Material Price Stage L�U Fe C Mn Si P S Cr Mo Al Cu

	�CrMo 
nal L ����� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������ ������
U ������ ����� ����� ����� ������ ������ ����� ������ �����	 ������

Scrap ��� � L ������ ������ ����	� ������ ������ ������ ������ ������
U ������ ����	� ������ ����	� ������ �����	 ����	� ������

RM� ��� � �����	 ����� ����� ������ ������ ������ ������
T�� ��� � ������ ����� ����� ������ ������ ������ �����
Coke �� � � ������
FeMo ��� � ���	�� ������ �����
FeSiMn ���� � � ����� ������ ������ ������ �����
AlInput ��� � � ����� �����
FeCr� ���� � ����� ����� ������
FeSi	 ���� � ��	�� ��	�� ������ ������

Table �
 Produced alloy and input materials�

Then� in Subsection ���� a three�stage model adds the �rst stage called a charge
to the previously discussed two�stage model� In addition� with the three�stage
model� the interstage dependence and the random composition of the scrap must
be considered�

The both subsections have a similar structure and use the same set of data�
At �rst� available data are presented and discussed� Then� models already de�ned
in Section � are slightly extended to allow realistic computations� The special
attention is devoted to the collection of the model input data� and hence� to the
generation of scenarios in dierent ways� Therefore� computations are realized
for various deterministic reformulations starting from simple ones� The models
are implemented in GAMS and solved using solvers implementing either standard
�CPLEX and OSL� or decomposition�based solution algorithms �OSLSE�� The
most interesting results are further analysed�

��� Two�stage melt control

The electric�arc furnace with ladle teeming is chosen� The important general infor�
mation can be found in Table �� i�e� for t � �� �� � we �nd there sets of input ma�
terials� the number of considered elements m � mt � �� �t� coe�cients cj� j � Jt�
aij� j � Jt� i � �� � � � � m and lit� uit �i � �� � � � � m� Speci�cally� we are interested
now only in rows numbered by � and � in the Stage column of Table �� To con�
tinue� we need more information about the process �ow� It is important that all
melts are documented in melt reports� Hence� together with general information
contained in Table � that is valid for all technologies developed for ��CrMo steel
production in combination of EAF and LF� we have several tables such as Table �
storing information just about one melt� Tables � and � fully identify one run of
the steel production process for ��CrMo� At �rst� the furnace is empty �h�i � � �i��
During the charge stage the amounts of input materials �see the second column of
Table ��a� for x�j� must be taken into the account� Then� the mixture is melted
and the composition is measured �multiply proportions and melt weight from the
�rst column of Table ��b� to obtain h�i �� The alloying cost for the melt related
with Table � is z�HB � ���	� and the total melt cost equals z�HB � ������

��



xtj in kg

Material Stage � Stage � Stage �

Scrap 	��
RM� ����
T�� ���
Coke ��� ��
FeMo ��
FeSiMn ��� �
AlInput � �
FeCr� ���
FeSi	 	
Sum �kg� ���� ��� ���

m hT��
i

�wT��

Elements Stage � Stage � Stage �

Fe ������ �����	 ������
C ������ ����	� ����	�
Mn ������ ����� ������
Si ������ ������ ������
P ������ ������ ������
S ������ ������ ������
Cr ������ �����	 �����	
Mo ������ �����	 �����	
Al ������ ������
Cu ������ ������ ������

Melt weight wT�� in kg ���� �	��� �	���

Table �
 �a� Amounts of input materials in kg� �b� Measurements in �����

The idea may be applied repeatedly and at the end all xtj and ht��i are speci�ed�

In addition� hT��i �  liT � uiT ! so the required alloy is made� As in �	�� we introduce

h
kT��
i �

PmT

l���h
a�kT���
l �

P
j�JT aljx

a�kT���
j �� For simplicity we replace hkti by hti when

only one �xed scenario� completely speci�ed by stage t and index i� is taken into
account�

With the two�stage model� we are asked to continue the melting process� know�
ing the weight and chemical composition of the melt before alloying begins �see
the �rst column of Table ��b��� Although Tables � and � contain all necessary in�
formation for initial deterministic optimization� we still need to modify the model
�������� We begin our computations in stage �� i�e�� after the charge and before
alloying� having the �rst measurement results at disposal� Thus� we must recognize
that the furnace already contains the melt� We also see that the composition of
input materials for stages � and � is known� The goal intervals are speci�ed by
relative proportions� hence� lit� and uit represent fractions from unity� It is useful
to introduce auxiliary variables wkt� t � �� � � � � T � � denoting the amounts of melt
at considered stages� speci�ed as wkt �

Pmt
i�� h

kt
i for t � �� � � � � T � � and kt � Kt�

Then� the bounds for amounts of elements are speci�ed by litw
kt�� and uitw

kt���
It is also necessary to de�ne lower bound wT��

L for the minimum amount of the
produced steel and the upper bounds wt

U � t � �� � � � � T �� derived from the furnace
capacity� The updated two�stage model ������� is

minimize
X
j�J�

cjx
�
j �

X
k��K�

pk�
X
j�J�

cjx
k�
j ����

subject to

li�w
�E �

m�X
l��

�Eil � h�i �
X
j�J�

aljx
�
j� � ui�w

�E� i � �� � � � � m� ����

w�E �
m�X
i��

m�X
l��

�Eil � h�i �
X
j�J�

aljx
�
j� ����

li�w
k� �

m�X
l��

�k�il �h�l �
X
j�J�

aljx
�
j� �

X
j�J�

aijx
k�
j � ui�w

k�� i � �� � � � � m�� k� � K�

����

��



wk� �
m�X
i��

�
m�X
l��

�k�il � h�i �
X
j�J�

aljx
�
j� �

X
j�J�

aijx
k�
j �� k� � K� ��	�

x�j � �� j � J�� x
k�
j � �� j � J�� k� � K�� w

k� � w	
L� w

kt � wt��
U � t � �� � ����

This is again a �xed recourse problem based on scenarios�
Before we may begin computations� we have to complete our input data set�

see Table � for measurements h�i � bounds lit� uit� t � �� �� �� and expert� and
measurement�based utilizations $� tii� �

t
ii� i � �� � � � � mt� t � �� �� �Notice the dis�

tinction between the expert�based utilizations $� tii and the standard or average uti�
lizations �Eil introduced earlier��

Scenario Fe C Mn Si P S Cr Mo Al Cu

���
ii

���	�� ������ ������ ����� ������ ������ ������ ������� ����� ������
��ii ���	��� ������� ���	��� ������ ������� ������� ������� ������� ����	�� �������
h�i �w

� ������� ������� ������� ������� ������� ������� ������	 ������� �������
l�i ������
u�i ������ ������ ������ ������ �����	 �����	 ������ ����� ������ ������

���ii ������� ������� ������ ���	�� ������ ������ ������� ������� ��	��� �������
��ii ������ ������� ������ ���	��� ������� ������� ������� ������� ��		��� �������
h�i �w

� ������� ����	�� ����� ������ ������� ������� �����		 ������� ������� �������
l�i ������ ������ ������ ������ ������� �������
u�i ������� ����		� ������� ������ ������ ������ ������� ������� ������ �������
l�i ������ ������� ������� ������� ������� ������� �������
u�i ������� ������ ������ ������ ������� ������� ������ ������� �����	� �������

Table �
 Melt composition� goal intervals� expert� and measurement�based utilizations�

Interstage goal intervals lit� uit �i� t � �� � have been derived by metallurgical
rules� the experience of previous melts� and the goal interval relaxation� In foundry�
�k�ij are often speci�ed by experts� Usually� they consider only diagonal utilization
matrices and keep in view one expert�based scenario� $� tii� i � �� � � � � mt� t � �� �� for
one stage� We may try to verify expert�based utilizations� e�g�� for our two�stage

model� computing $T
�
�h� � A

�
x�� � A

�
x� to get the �nal composition of melt�

Boldface letters xt�ht�At� and $T
t

denote vectors and matrices having components
xtj� h

t
i� a

t
ij� and $� tij respectively�

It can be found easily that in our example with the expert utilizations $�ii� the
goal requirements for ��CrMo are not satis�ed �see Table �� and even the �nal
measurements cannot be obtained by the described matrix multiplications �cf�
Table ��b��� It seems that experts� suggestions are useless and even meaningless�
This motivates a more careful scenario generation� By solving the separated system
of linear equations ���� for unknown �k�ii � with the known compositions aij� dierent

amounts of inputs x
a�k��
j and varying results of measurements h

a�k��
i and hk�i

hk�i � �k�ii �h
a�k��
i �

X
j�J�

aijx
a�k��
j �� i � �� � � � � m�� k� � K� ����

we obtain a measurement�based utilization � �ii which corresponds to one of scenarios
�k�ii � In a similar way� we get also measurement�based utilizations �k�ii � In this way�
we may trace realized trajectories of the considered production process� Table �

��



presents four dierent scenarios of �k�ii �indexed by superscripts k� � �� � � � � �� and
four dierent scenarios �k�ii �indexed by superscripts k� � 	� � � � � �� derived from
four melt reports� along with the related costs of the alloying and of the whole
melting process�

Scenario Fe C Mn Si P S Cr Mo Al Cu zt
HB

zt
SB�

��
ii

����� ��� ����� ����� ��� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���� ����� ��
��ii ���	� ���� ����� ���� �� ���� ���� ���� ����	 ���� ���	� ���
��ii ���� ��	� ���� ���	� ��� �� ���� ���� ����� ���� ���� 	�	�
��ii ���	� ��	� ����� ���� ��� ���	 ���� ���� ���� ���� ����� ����

��
ii

����� ���� ���� ���	� ���� ���� ����� ���� �� ���� ���� 	���
��
ii

����� ���� ���� ����� ���� ��� ���� ���� �� ���� ���� ���
��
ii

����� ���� ����� ���	� ���� ��� ����� ���� �� ���� ����� 		��
��
ii

����� ���� ����� ����� ��� ���	 ����� ���� �� ���� ��	�� ���

Table �
 Measurement�based scenarios of utilizations 	 sets K� and K��

Because our goal is to �nd another cheaper way to produce the same steel�
we allow the �computer knowing our two�stage program� to choose other inputs
arbitrarily feasible but with the lowest cost� see Table 	 for results�

Inputs x�
j�HB

x�
j�SB��min

�x�
j�SB��min

x�
j�SB��min

x�
j�SB�����min

x�
j�SBcov�min

Coke ���� ��� ��� ���� ���� ����
FeMo ���� ��� �� ��� ��� ���
FeSiMn ����� ��� ���	 ���� ����� �����
AlInput ��� ��� ��� 	�� 	�� 	��
Objective z�

HB
z�
SB��min

�z�
j�SB��min

z�
SB��min

z�
j�SB�����min

z�
j�SBcov�min

function ���� 	��� 	��� ��	� ���� ����

Table 	
 Comparison of optimal solutions�

We also know the cost of the whole realized process and its part related to our
two�stage problem� i�e� z�HB � ���	� �with HB for �history based� and superscript
� referring to the current initial alloying second stage�� It may be compared with
one�scenario�based �deterministic� optimization solution z�SB��min � ���� obtained
from ��������� model for K� set having the only element� �The index SBs de�
notes here and in the sequel scenario�based problems using s scenarios�� In this
case� knowing losses in advance and utilizing our model� a melter could save more
than ��' of alloying costs� This looks surprising� as the alloying stages could be
considered as a source of minor changes regarding the initial charge� However� we
must remember that we have obtained the best solution given a complete foresight�
whereas in reality� losses are uncertain and unknown in advance� Therefore� we
will apply now the true scenario�based stochastic programming model� At �rst� we
assume that only a few melt reports for steel ��CrMo are available� namely� those
which were used to get the four scenarios of utilizations �k�ii � k� � 	� � � � � � from
Table �� Assume that probabilities of scenarios are equal� so p � � � � � p� � ����
Using GAMS�OSL again to solve the program ��������� with the new data set�
we obtain z�SB��min � ���� �savings 	����'� see Table 	 for the optimal solution��
We see that z�SB��min � z�SB��min � z�HB�min in our example� However� computing
the expected cost with respect to the four given scenarios for solution x�

SB��min�
i�e�� checking �rst the feasibility in ��������� and then computing the objective

��



function values for recourse actions xk�j obtained by the solution of separate linear
programs� we get z�SB�

�x�
SB��min� � ����� This �����' saving in comparison with

melter�s decision �which was bad indeed in this case� but useful for illustration
of our sceanrio�based approach� shows that even the deterministic approach may
bring help in melt control and it illustrates why the scenario approaches are ad�
vantageous� We may also return back to expert�based utilizations $� tii which were
marked as wrong for computations along individual scenarios� Using them for the
two�stage problem at the place of the measurement�based � tii we get the related
optimal value $z�SB��min � ����� less optimistic than z�SB�

but the corresponding

expected cost z�SB�
�$x�

SB��min� � ���� means saving of �����'� Hence� we can un�
derstand now why metallurgists are overestimating their expert�based estimates
of utilizations� They intuitively use the worst case approach to avoid the surprise
coming with the over�lled furnace� In certain sense� their aggregated values for $� tii
are chosen to �nd a robust decision� Although we understand the basic idea� we
must say that the reasoning is wrong� as we have a better scenario�based model�

At this moment� we have only four melt reports� A reasonable question is
whether we may signi�cantly increase the number of scenarios before more infor�
mation about further melts is available� The simplest step is to assume independent
random losses within the alloying stage� Therefore� we may create new scenarios
easily just combining all elements utilizations� The number of derived scenarios
becomes large� equals �� � ���� as four utilizations remain constant� independent
of the scenario changes� see Table �� Several solvers �CPLEX� OSL� OSLSE� have
been tested with the GAMS source code� The results are the same� we obtain
zSB�	
� �min � ����� however dierent amounts of computing time were needed� In
this case� we can see even from the visual analysis of scenarios in Table � that
there might be some nonzero correlations among utilizations� Thus� our instage�
independence�based scenario set is built in a too defensive way
 We skipped an
available information� hence� we considered also unrealistic scenarios and their re�
course costs were taken into account� As a result we obtained a too pessimistic
solution� Still� the obtained solution may be implemented and used as it gives a
good chance to decrease the melting costs� However� there is a bottleneck� This
approach is useless for a large set of scenarios because computations for the alloying
stage should be realized in real time� i�e� at most during tens of seconds� For this
purpose� scenario set reduction techniques have been developed �see Popela and
Zeman ������ for the application of principal components and Popela and Roupec
������ for identi�cation of so called extreme scenario sets�� In this paper we try to
remove the unrealistic independence assumption and to apply another approach �
the moment �tting procedure from Subsection ���� As the number of scenarios is
quite small �� melt reports till now� to obtain reasonable values for covariances� we
may exploit general metallurgical laws and experience� The idea is that the rela�
tionships among utilizations are quite general and they do not vary too much when
similar steels are produced and similar technologies are used� Therefore� we set the
values of �il analyzing similar steel melt reports� we roughly estimate �i and ��i
from ��CrMo steel melt reports� We have � new scenarios minimizing the objective

�	



���� from Subsection ��� �with equal weights� under additional experience�based
constraints saying that scenarios have nearly the same probabilities and that the
utilizations are bounded below and above by the existing extremal cases of their
values derived from melt reports� The obtained scenarios are listed in Table � and
the optimal value is ����� see the last column of Table 	�

Scenario Fe C Mn Si P S Cr Mo Al Cu pk
��ii ����� ���� ���� ���	� ���� ���� ����� ���� �� ���� �����
��ii ����� ���� ���� ����� ���� ���	 ���� ���� �� ���� �����
��ii ����� ���� ����� ���	� ���� ���� ����� ���� �� ���� �����
��ii ����� ���� ����� ����� ��� ���	� ����� ���� �� ���� �����
��
ii

����� ���� ����� ���	� ���� ����� ����� ���� �� ���� �����
��ii ����	 ���� ����	 ����� ��� ���� ���� ���� �� ���� ����
��
ii

����� ���� ����� ���	� ���� ��� ����� ���� �� ���� �����
��ii ����� ���� ����� ����� ���� ���		 ����� ���� �� ���� �����

Table �
 Fitted scenarios and probabilities�

At this moment we may think what to do when more melt reports are available�
At the �rst glance� it seems that there is no necessity to build arti�cial scenarios
as the number of scenarios is growing� they are related to historical melts and they
may be considered as representative enough� However� after one year with several
melts per day we face again the question how to reduce the number of scenarios
under real�time restrictions� Hence� the approaches of Subsection ��� and those
suggested in Popela and Zeman ������ or Popela and Roupec ������ remain useful�
The list may be completed by methods based on random sampling from the given
huge set of scenarios� see e�g� Shapiro and Homem�de�Mello �������

��� Three�stage melt control

As the next step we continue with a three stage model
 We want to include opti�
mization of the �rst step of ��CrMo production� One possibility is reduction of the
number of stages to two simply thinking about all alloying steps incorporated in
one stage only� In this case� we optimize the charge under rather rough forecasting
of all further alloying consequences� This is de�nitely better than one stage model
and it is comparable with another approximating two�stage model whose horizon
is restricted to the end of the �rst alloying stage� As we have discussed before�
because the charge can be computed in advance� we are not restricted by the real�
time requirements and our model my be larger� Again we use the update of the
previously introduced model �	������ incorporating melt weights wkt and relative
goal intervals lit and uit� At the beginning� we assume that the scrap composition
is �xed to the midpoints of intervals�

The resulting form of the model is

minimize
X
j�J�

cjx
�
j �

�X
t��

X
kt�Kt

pkt
X
j�Jt

cjx
kt
j ����

��



subject to

mt��X
l��

�ktil

�
�ha�kt�l �

X
j�Jt��

aljx
a�kt�
j

�
A� hkti � �� i � �� � � � � mt��� kt � Kt� t � �� �

����
lit��

X
kt�Kt

pktw
kt �

X
kt�Kt

pkth
kt
i � uit��

X
kt�Kt

pktw
kt� i � �� � � � � mt��� t � �� � ����

li�w
k� � hk�i �

X
j�J�

aijx
k�
j � ui�w

k�� i � �� � � � � m� ����

wkt �
mtX
i��

hkti � kt � Kt� t � �� � � � � � ����

�x��� � � � � x
�
n�� � X � xktj � �� kt � Kt� j � Jt� t � �� � ����

wk� � w	
L� w

kt � wt��
U � t � �� �� �� ����

With the charge� special metallurgical constraints may be added� from the simplest
bounds on the scrap amount� on the sum of amounts of return materials to the
additional constraints based on linear functions of the melt composition �restricted
amount of the sum of phosphorus and sulfur� satisfactory C�equivalent� etc�� see
Popela �����b��� In general� all these constraints can be modeled by a polyhedral
set X � Therefore� we do not present them explicitly although they were utilized in
computations�

We are ready now to present computational results� The input data are again
taken from Tables ���� At �rst� we get z�HB�min � ����� as a consequence of the
melt report information� Then� knowing melt related inputs xtj� j � Jt� t � �� �
and measurement results hti� i � �� � � � � mt� t � �� �� solving two systems of sep�
arate linear equations ����� we can easily identify the measurement�based sce�
nario of utilizations related with the melt report in question� which consists of
two diagonal matrices with elements �ktii � i � �� � � � � mt� t � �� �� In the sequel� we
solve program ��������� for this scenario and obtain the best single scenario cost
z�SB��min � 		��	� Similarly� we may obtain results for remaining three scenarios�
The last two columns of Table � indicate that we may save between �� � ��'�
However� further computations provide Table � that is based on analogous analy�
sis as Table 	 for two�stage model� And the conclusion is quite clear� real savings
with just one�scenario approach will be signi�cantly lower� Therefore� we utilize
approaches developed in Section �� Using the four melt reports we may derive data

Inputs x�
j�HB

x�
j�SB��min

�x�
j�SB��min

x�
j�SB��min

x�
j�SB���min

x�
j�SBcov�min

x�
j�SBri�cov�min

RM� ������ ����� ����� ����� ������ ����� ������
T�� ����� 	���� 	���� 	���� ����� ����� ���
Scrap 	���� ����� ����� ���� ����� 	����� 	�����
Coke ����� ����	 ����� ����� ����� ����� �����
Objective z�

HB
z�
SB��min

�z�
j�SB��min

z�
SB��min

z�
j�SB���min

z�
j�SBcov�min

z�
j�SBri�cov�min

function ����� �� ���� ���� ����� ����� �����

Table �
 Comparison of optimal solutions�

��



for ��scenario�based model� Exploitation of these melt reports on the complete melt
implies that there is a one�to�one correspondence of the terminal nodes indexed
by 	� � � � � � and their ancestors� a�k� � k � �� k � 	� � � � � �� elements of K� listed
in Table �� The computation based on the fan of these four scenarios will return
the total expected cost of the production process �consisting now of the charge
and alloying� z�SB��min � 	����� As in Subsection ���� we may compute values
z�SB�

�x�
HB� � ����� for the historical �rst�stage solution� z�SB�

�x�
SB��min� � �����

for the optimal �rst�stage solution based on one scenario and z�SB�
�$x�

SB�
� � ����	

for the optimal �rst�stage solution based on one scenario of expert�based utiliza�
tions� For the related �rst�stage optimal solutions x� and some additional results
see Table ��

The conclusion is similar to that in ���� The use of optimization� even for
the deterministic �one�scenario� problem is better then the melter�s intuition and
experience �����' savings in our example�� The practitioners may achieve some
improvement using the expert�based scenario ������' savings� to hedge against
uncertainty� Nevertheless� the numerical results provide again an evidence that
the proposed scenario�based stochastic programming approach is the right way to
hedge against uncertainty ��	�	�' savings for four scenarios��

The next questions are
 �How to increase the number of scenarios and how to
create a nontrivial scenario tree to capture the multistage decision structure of
the problem(� The �rst step could be simple� As discussed in Subsection ���� we
may assume the interstage independence� Accordingly� we may generate a scenario
tree with �� � �� scenarios from Table �� The result is z�SB���min

� ����� ������'
savings��

In practise� the interstage dependence has not yet been analyzed� so it is hard to
get reliable experts� opinions� The common sense says that if random utilizations
of certain elements have been high for the �rst stage� it may be caused by a short
time of heating and the non�realized loss may be realized during the alloying phase�
Hence� negative correlations between stage related utilizations may occur� We shall
apply again the general idea of moment �tting approach assuming for simplicity
that the instage structure of utilizations is fully speci�ed by the related melt report
and also that there is no dependence between losses of dierent elements belonging
to dierent stages� Similarly as in Subsection ��� we use the moment conditions
on utilizations in both stages and on their interstage correlations� In the �tting
objective function� such as ����� we put a lower weight ��	'� on terms �tting
interstage covariances� The results of our computations are listed in Table �� The
last but one column of Table � indicates that some improvement of the objective
function value may be expected� The question is the reliability of our estimates
on interstage dependence characteristics�

The next step is to consider the random input� We know from Table �� that
this concerns only the scrap� We may extend our model ��������� adding �rst
stage input scenarios using a modi�cation of ��������� to the three stage problem�

We consider only random content of chromium �Cr� as it is the important
element for the �nal composition and iron �Fe� as it is the main part of the alloy

��



Symbol Fe C Mn Si P S Cr Mo Al Cu pk
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��
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�
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����� ���� ����� ���	� ���� ����� ����� ���� �� ���� ��		
��	
ii

���� ���� ����� ���	� ���� ���� ���� ���� �� ���� ��	�

���
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����� ���� ����� ���	� ���� ��� ����� ���� �� ���� �����
���
ii

����� ���� ���� ���� ���� ���		 ����� ���� �� ���� �����

Table �
 Fitted scenarios and probabilities for 
x� tree�

and it indirectly describes the variation of the remaining elements within the scrap�
We create �� � � equiprobable scenarios for scrap composition using ideas of
Subsection ��� �scenarios speci�ed by aEij��ij� a

E
ij� a

E
ij��ij� with �ij � ����aij�aEij���

Finally� we combine these � scenarios with � scenarios of utilizations obtained by
the moment �tting procedure listed in Table �� The scrap composition data are
utilized from Table �� Bounds aij and aij are given by the related rows denoted
by L and U� The choice of the coe�cient ��� was preferred because it generates
more distinct scenarios than other possibilities�

Analyzing results from Table �� we may conclude that considering the random
composition of the scrap we have signi�cantly decreased the risk of its use �cf�
inputs for other scenario�based models and notice the dierence in the scrap input��

The obtained results based on �� scenarios �z�SBri�cov�min
� ����� and savings

�����'� see the last column of Table �� are considered as the most realistic and
numerically tractable representation of uncertainty achieved so far�

We emphasize that for illustrating purposes� we have chosen several melt reports
of a beginning melter� Because he was signi�cantly unsuccessful� we have got the
opportunity to explain many dierent aspects just with one data set� Although
data from experienced melters are �more boring�� numerical experience shows that
also in these cases� we may save signi�cant amount of money� The one�scenario
models are usually forecasting savings about ��' whereas the real savings decrease
to �'� With scenario models discussed above it is quite realistic to expect real
savings between 	' and ��'�

Regarding the modeled technological process� the obtained solutions must be
interpreted as suboptimal only� Nevertheless� they are signi�cantly better than
solutions obtained by the contemporary techniques used in melt control�

In this context there is also an interesting interpretation of EVSI �Expected
Value of Scenario Information � see Birge and Louveaux ������� for the charge
problem
 We may compare whether the costs of sorting scrap are less than the
attained pro�t� It means to compute the model for unsorted scrap and compare the
results for the case when the scrap composition is fully known� In our case it means
to distinguish dierent types of input scraps with small intervals of uncertainty for
aij�

��



� Discussion and extensions

The scope of this paper has been mostly restricted to the iron production problem
without inclusion of technological and storage constraints� Neither the environ�
mental aspects nor the quality of production were taken into account� In princi�
ple� without any problems the model may be extended for additional deterministic
constraints and� following ideas of multi�objective decision making� the objective
function may be augmented for an additional term related to the pollution limita�
tions or to the metal quality�

The models and their implementation were based on several assumptions� such
as diagonal utilization matrices and fully speci�ed input composition� interstage
independence of utilities� their independence of the input quantities� Some of
these assumptions were relaxed in the discussed scenario generation procedure
which in turn made use not only of historical measurements� but exploited also
experts� opinion� Similarly as for other applications of scenario�based stochastic
programs� no recipe for the best scenario generation and selection procedure exists�
We observed that simple� sound discretization procedures gave dierent scenarios�
Sensitivity of the results �of the minimal costs and the best initial charge� with
respect to the selected scenarios and their robustness related to various simplifying
assumptions should be carefully analyzed� Bounds based on the best� and worst
case analysis delineated brie�y in Subsection ��� may help�

At the end� three speci�c problem and model properties of the stochastic pro�
gram in question have to be underlined

�� Stages are not de�ned by modeler�s choice because they are given by the modeled
production process�
�� Because the �lled furnace cannot be enlarged or emptied during the process
�contrary to the assumed unlimited borrowing and lending possibilities in �nan�
cial applications� e�g��� the related hard constraints imply that relatively complete
recourse cannot be assumed� Hence� feasibility of the �rst�stage solution must be
analyzed� and
�� Computations related to the alloying stages should be realized in real time and
this asks for a numerically tractable scenario generation procedure which results
in a relatively small number of representative scenarios�
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